


synopsis
Barra da Tijuca, West Side Zone of Rio de Janeiro.  A wave of murderers plague 
the area.  What starts off as a morbid curiosity for the local youth slowly begins 
to spoil away at their lives.  Among them is Bia, a fifteen year old girl.  After an 
encounter with death, she will do anything to make sure she’s alive. 

DIRECTOR’S NOTE
KILL ME PLEASE was inspired through memories and emotions experienced 
during my teenage years. The discovery of love and sex greatly resembled my 
first encounter with death: the fear and fascination of knowing my life didn’t 
really belong to me and the will to live in an extreme state between possibility 
and the impossible. Intensified, these sentiments became the basis of creating 
a distinct universe. Uncontrolled and without mentorship, the youth test their 
limits to the same extent in which they fear, fantasize and fall in love.  The cho-
sen arena is Barra da Tijuca, a newly developed and brutal space - much like 
my characters and a killer who haunts and slowly tarnishes their neighborhood.

ThE DIRECTOR - ANITA ROChA DA SILVEIRA
Anita Rocha da Silveira directed her first feature film, Kill me please, at the age 
of 28. She majored in Film at Pontifical Catholic University of Rio de Janeiro. 
She directed three short films prior to her feature (The Noon Vampire, Hand-
ball and The living dead), which were selected for several festivals in Brazil and 
abroad. 
Kill Me Please, her first feature, is an assembly of ideas and stylistic elements 
embedded into her previous short films. 

FILmOgRAphy
• Kill me please (feature film, 2015)
Venice Film Festival – Official Selection – Orizzonti

• The living dead (short-film, 2012)
Cannes Film Festival – Official Selection – Director’s Fortnight

• Handebol (short-film, 2010)
International Short Film Festival Oberhausen (Germany): FIPRESCI Award

• The noon vampire (short-film, 2008)

INTERVIEW - DIRECTOR
Kill me Please constructs a delicate link between teenage fear and fascination 
spawning from the serial killers’ doings. Was it hard to build that borderline?
I might say that this film is inspired by experiences and feelings I lived through 
during my teen years.  Anything from latent aggression on the handball court to 
jealousy among girlfriends, the discovery of sexual pleasure and a thousand other 
feelings that surfaced along the edges. 
As for the murders, for me they are simply the story’s backdrop. I don’t really con-
cern myself with the identity of the killer, or if there is more than one. What con-
cerns me is how he affects the lives of this group of teenagers. My subject matter 
is the fascination with death inherent to a teenager: testing the limits of the body; 
thinking you are invincible and disregarding the consequences. Violence and death 
drive are part of every teenager’s life. I love a sentence which states: to be young 
is to die without stopping life, but to live everything intensely. Bia is someone who 
wants to kill herself yet wants to carry on living, experiencing everything to the 
edge - she wants to be killed but also wants to kill, wake up the next day, and do 
it all over again.

The film is dominated by teenagers and does not include any adult, not even 
the Bia’s mother or a school teacher. Did you have this idea from the start?
Yes.  I had done that in my short film Handball. It was important for me to not 
expose a family life or the teachers at school, but a life that goes on without 
mentors or any sort of control.  I wanted to create an alternative universe with 
permission to enhance things and fantasize.  I wanted to make it stronger by 
establishing a non-adult environment.  
I studied at a big school with a lot of students. Teachers barely knew our names 
and there weren’t many rules. Getting home after school many kids didn’t see 
their parents who either worked late or were off traveling with a new lover. 
I have this memory of a world where adults were never around.  If someone was 
beat up after school or bullied in class the institution preferred not to intervene. 
I also recall these apartments where parents were just absent and soon convert-
ed into places where kids tried drugs and killed time. 
As for João’s character, Bia’s big brother, despite being 25 I don’t see him as 
an adult.  He’s got teen issues, immersed against an inertial typical of my gen-
eration.  He is Bia’s opposite. She would be outside dealing with the death of 
another girl whom she’s developed unexpected affection for while he remains 
indoors on the couch unsure how to deal with frustrations of a made-up roman-
tic love. Upon discovering virtual death he becomes lost in his own mind. 

Why placing your story at Rio’s neighborhood Barra da Tijuca? What fascinat-
ed you in that space?
My first memory of Barra was the murder of Daniella Perez [a famous soap 
opera actress who was murdered by her on screen partner in 1992.  One of the 
most famous crimes in Brazil]. I was only seven yet I recall the pictures that 
leaked from the press - her body lying in a vacant lot. Perhaps that was a re-
mote inspiration; something that deeply marked me. A beautiful young woman 
whom I saw daily on TV was brutally murdered. 
As for Barra, this region fascinates me for reproducing the American Way of 
Life, but in a way that will never work out. A false promise of a perfect and safe 
life. But it’s exactly in those places, where people expect security, that danger 
hangs around… Barra’s landscape is made up of huge avenues, gigantic malls, 
and self-sustained condos made up by many buildings. It is also somewhere 
that walking is almost forbidden. You do everything by car. A life where the 
unforeseen isn’t allowed. Families move there expecting their children to spend 
the entire day inside the condominium: from the apartment to the recreation 
area down below. They only leave by car bound for school and the mall. My 
characters subvert. They want to explore the area on foot and experiment with 
their freedom.
I must say Barra is a relatively new area in Rio de Janeiro, known mainly for 
property speculation. Besides condominiums and bars we see big empty lots 
surrounded by tall blades of grass. Huge mirrored buildings lined with security 
cameras neighboring a dirt road with visible snakes slithering across. 

We can feel an influence of David Lynch in the atmospheric scenes, and of 
Lucrecia Martel in the way you film all the girls in a single shot. What were 
your influences?
I am very inspired by female directors: Lucrecia Martel, Sofia Coppola, Jane 
Campion, Claire Denis – Trouble everyday (2001) is one of the films of my life. It 
is not a tangible influence, yet a different way to see the male and female body. 
Another sensibility, another rhythm. I would like to see and fight to have more 
female directors in cinema. Countless times I’ve heard in college that women are 
suited for editing (since “editing is like sewing”), producing (since it’s being the 
“mother” of the film). Not directing?
About Lynch, the Twin Peaks’ pilot and Blue Velvet were very important refer-
ences. He inspired me to create an alternative universe, in which you can exag-
gerate the tones. However, above all, it’s the way he portrays a flaming desire in 
a society doomed to fail. I think mostly in characters such as Donna Hayward, 
who feel everything so intensely that they seem just about to faint.
I was also inspired by latent sexuality in films by Tsai Ming Liang [The river, Way-
ward clouds]. Other essential references are Brian De Palma’s Carrie (1976) and 
Jacques Tourneur’s Cat People (1942).

How did you find Valentina Herszage and Bernardo Marinho for the parts of 
Bia and João?
Casting was intense. We announced it in drama schools and on Facebook. From 
500 girls who applied, I selected 200 for a live test. Then I picked 40 for a more 
detailed activity. I finally came to 12, from which I chose the four protagonists 
along with the other girls for the secondary cast.
Valentina, 15, fascinated me because she loves horror movies – her favorite one 
is The shining. Other actresses were more prepared, but she had no fear: kissing 
another girl, a sex scene… 
She was very easy to deal with. She gave her all on set.
I showed her and the other girls films such as The Virgin Suicides, Paranoid 
Park and House of Tolerance so they can observe a more minimal, naturalistic 
style of acting away from TV vices. I already knew Bernardo. We have friends in 
common. Despite being young, he’s got experience in film [such as Julio Bres-
sane’s Sentimental Education].

And what about the score, with the so-called funk melody hits? How did you 
get to those songs?
Funk melody is a phenomenon bred by cariocas. I grew up listening to that 
type of sound. It’s part of my emotional memories and the identity of Rio de 
Janeiro.  
Funk melody is a sub-genre created in Rio at the end of the 80s and be-
came popular in the 90s. It’s still a big hit. Its inspired by the Miami Bass and 
American freestyle funk sound. In the score we’ve got Stevie B. (In my eyes), 
Lil Suzy (Take me in your arms), and Brazilian funk icons such as Claudinho & 
Buchecha and MC Suel & Amaro. Bonde do Rolê composed two original songs 
solely for the film (Novinha vem cá and Sangue de Jesus), inspired by contem-
porary funk hits by singers such as MC Anitta and MC Duduzinho. 
 
What were your ideas for the film’s cinematography?
With the cinematographer João Atala, we started with the issue of framing 
teenagers’ fragility and nuances in face of a sterile and strange environment. 
Barra da Tijuca is a vast place, with huge buildings mixing into deserted fields. 
Cinemascope format was used to frame this huge horizontal setting and its 
vertical lines, as well as framing the bodies of Bia and her friends.
The film begins with primary colors that evolve until they explode and con-
taminate the entire frame. As Bia flirts with death and blood, the film responds 
to this in its own way. Light and color of “life as it is” gradually becomes more 
fantastic and expressionistic, conveying Bia’s inner feelings.

Have you always wanted to be a film director? What led you to filmmaking?
I entered college completely lost studying Social Communication.  I loved film 
and wanted to be part of that world but I never imagined myself as a filmmak-
er. Probably due to all the sexist comments I grew up listening to. Especially 
when I tried to take on a leadership role… Later on I applied to film school 
thinking I could become a screenwriter, an editor or maybe an assistant direc-
tor. Then one of my friends died. She killed herself. For the longest time I was 
devastated, sad, angry… By the end of college I had formed a discipline which 
led me to direct a short film. The act of directing and telling stories brought me 
to peace with this death.  It enabled me to move on.  Anyways, the loss of this 
friend touched me deeply. Kill Me Please somehow deals with this choice for 
death, for risking your own body. The decision for reaching your limits.

INTERVIEW - VALENTINA hERSZAgE - BIA
Valentina Herszage studied drama, dancing, tap-dancing and circus 
since five years old. At nine, she acted in a short film, The Right is the 
Hand You Write With, , directed by Paula de Castro Santos, for which 
she won a prize at a Brazilian film festival. She has also acted in the 
Brazilian TV series Masters Of Time. She was 15 when she played Bia in 
Kill me please – the same age as her character.

How was the process of casting for the role of Bia?
I remember I went without many expectations. Anita asked me and the oth-
er candidates about our relationship with death, which has a lot to do with 
the film’s subject. I had just experienced witnessing my parents losing a close 
friend to cancer. That really shaped my will to be in this film. I thought I was 
awful in my first audition! Finally, everything worked out. 

How was preparation with the other girls?
Anita suggested several improv exercises about teenage life and death. I had 
to do a monologue and memorize a poem by [Brazilian poet] Augusto dos An-
jos. The final test, in which there were a few girls left, was very tense. I though 
I was horrible and thought the others did fine. After I was selected we began a 
very long acting preparation with Ana Kutner, for about two months.

Who is Bia for you?
She is a very dense and intense girl. And at the same time she is very intro-
spective, living insider herself. That is why it was so hard to reach her, to sort 
of break that wall. Bia is impulsive, curious, wants to feel alive. She wants to 
face death standing tall. There were two moments I had to examine. First was 
normal behavior. Then the second where she gets in touch with death, chang-
es her. I had to deal with these two different moments while we shot out of 
sequence. 

Was it difficult to do the hard scenes?
They were a challenge, but I guess I always liked them. These specific scenes 
were very hard, but I trusted Anita and Ana. It was all about closing my eyes 
and jumping of the cliff.

BANANEIRA FILmES
Founded in 2000 by the producer Vania Catani, Bananeira Filmes is, today, one 
of the most prestigious production companies in Brazil, and its main feature is to 
fund independent projects with notorious artistic quality.  Combined, its produc-
tions have been exhibited in about 281 festivals over 40 countries and received 153 
awards so far.
In 15 years, Bananeira Filmes produced the first feature films by the actors Selton 
Mello and Matheus Nachtergaele. “The dead girl’s feast” (2008), directed by Nach-
tergaele, had its world premiere at the Un Certain Regard section of Cannes Festival.
After the well-succeeded experience in “December” (2008), the partnership 
between Selton Mello and Bananeira was repeated in “The Clown” (2011) – Mello’s 
second feature film, watched by an estimate number of 1.5 million people at the 
Brazilian commercial exhibition circuit and was chosen to represent Brazil at the 
Academy Award for Best Foreign Language – and in the upcoming “A movie life” 
(2016), starring Vincent Cassel and based on Um pai de Cinema, book written by 
the Chilean Antônio Skármeta.
Our recent coproductions “La Playa” (2012), “El Ardor” (2014) and “Jauja” (2015) 
also had their world premiere at Cannes Festival. In 2016, the company will release 
four films, such as “Zama”, the new project by the awarded Argentinian director 
Lucrecia Martel.

INTERVIEW - VANIA CATANI
How did you decide to produce Anita Rocha da Silveira’s first feature film, 
Kill me please?
I first connected with Anita’s work by way of her film The Noon Vampire at the Fem-
ina Film Festival where I participated as a jury member.  I asked the festival team to 
introduce me to her. In that very moment I told her, “when you have a screenplay for 
your first feature, you can call me, I want to produce it.” So it was, and here we are now.

Bananeira produced Eliane Caffé’s The storytellers in 2002, and now Kill me 
please, and co-produces Zama, the new feature by Argentinian Lucrecia Martel. 
Is it important to you to give voice to women filmmakers in cinema? Why so few 
features in Brazil are directed by women?
Truth is, internationally, there aren’t many female directors. Unfortunately, that 
goes for Brazil as well. I myself have produced only a few, though I’m willing to 
change that.  Right now I have two first time feature projects helmed by wom-
en.  I’m not necessarily looking for women-directed features per say, however also 
films directed by men with female protagonists. I’m very aware of the importance 
of female presence in cinema. 

Bananeira is investing more and more in international co-productions. Is this a 
new step in the film company’s history?
Yes, I want carry on producing in tandem with international producers, especially 
here in Latin America. There is a sense of urgency that we recognize ourselves 
as a singular continent despite the language difference in Brazil. Bananeira isn’t 
the only one co-producing cinema in Brazil. There are a number of us and we 
are supported by government initiative. It’s an opportune time for us which yields 
favorable cultural and economic results. 

SELECTED FILmOgRAphy
• The Dead Girl’s Feast (2008)
Official Selection: Un Certain Regard, 
Cannes Festival 
 
• The Clown  (2011)
Film watched by an estimate number 
of 1,5 million people in Brazil and cho-
sen to represent Brazil at the Acade-
my Award for Best Foreign 
Language. 

• La Playa (2012)
Official Selection: Un Certain Regard, 
Cannes Festival 
 
• Jauja (2015)
Official Selection 2008: Un Certain 
Regard, Cannes Festival 

• El Ardor (2014)
Special Screenings, Cannes Festival

• The Storyteller (2003)

• The End of the Endless (2001)

• December (2008)

• Billi Pig (2012)

• Land os desire (2011)

• Lyrics (2013)

• Favela on Blast (2008)




